MASTERING YOUR ASSETS
WITH MDO

Intelligent Asset Management (IAM) refers to the strategic management and analysis of industrial
assets using digital technologies to drive safe operations, maximize asset utilization, and reduce costs.
The importance of safety can’t be stressed enough as these assets consist of heavy machinery and
complex installation while the surrounding environment can be temperature-sensitive or volatile.
Master Data Online (MDO) for Assets has all the capabilities to manage your asset data, encompassing
core master data, work management, and process governance for end-to-end Asset Information
Lifecycle Management (AILM). From the earliest stages of the asset information lifecycle, MDO’s
collaboration framework provides a governed data quality capability for Engineering, Procurement
and Construction (EPC) contractors, that assures quality information for a well-run plant with increased
productivity, all the while maintaining safe work environment.
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Asset Information Lifecycle Management
(AILM) Challenges
The challenges of AILM include:
■ U
 nclassified and unstructured data management
— can’t guarantee data accuracy.
■ I nherited data isn’t cleansed and standardized
— unreliable starting point.
No data standards for new plant set-up
■ N
 o streamlining of Data Request Processes
— disorganized information.
■ U
 nstandardized data rules across assets and plans — risks
of misinterpretation leading to human errors.
No AILM collaboration framework with EPC contractors
■ A
 bsence of effective communication channel, hindering
collaboration.
■ N
 o compliance with CFIHOS (Capital Facilities Information
Handover Specification), a set of established standards
for capital projects handover. Handover tasks become
complicated, no systematic documentation — risks of
overlooking crucial steps for operations and maintenance.
No elegant handling of asset data changes and removals
■ N
 ot able to automatically cascade changes on related
master data for modified/removed assets. Avoiding
“orphans” and inconsistent data relies on the use of
manual methods.
Not able to roll-out field automation
■ W
 rong or incomplete data used by personnel in the field
leads to maintenance errors, poor job performance, and
heightened safety risks that can endanger lives.
■ No AILM data management and governance framework

MDO for Assets
MDO for Assets is one place to manage and govern all
master data related to assets. The solution has industry
templates, and pre-built process flows, forms, and layouts to
expedite data creation and maintenance.
It allows for on-the-go data creation and enrichment of
machinery and equipment at the plant, carried out during
mobile asset walkdowns. This leads to more accurate
identification of parts during maintenance and inspection
work.
This is further strengthened with MDO DIW that ensures
data quality by continually checking the health of data in
alignment with ISO14224 standards. Ownership of data is
granted based on roles with easy access to SLA dashboards
to monitor compliance and supported by governance.
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The summarized features of MDO for
Assets is as follows:
Best practices for maintaining Asset Master data
■ Template-based, business rules-driven
■ Pre-built processes, flows, forms, and layouts
■ Role-based data ownership with SLA dashboards
■ M
 DO DIW ensures data quality, aligned with
ISO14224 standards
■ Integration with SAP in real-time
Data collection and governance
■ *Mobile asset walkdowns
■ Data quality at source
■ M
 DO Excel Connect – Intelligent bulk uploads
of Excel sheets with in-built validations
■ Easy workflow process and routing

MDO for Assets and Standardization
Connekthub is a digital content library of taxonomy
standards, aligned with ISO14224 and CFIHOS
standards. It’s ready to use with various pre-defined
schemas and specifications.
It works in tandem with MDO for Assets by mapping
industry classification to customer-defined classification.
Essentially, it improves and defines equipment
descriptions, and maintains important taxonomy
attributes. It validates equipment boundary
definitions based on ISO14224 and updates the
failure codes.
Our MDAAS (Master Data As A Service) team can
perform data enrichment based on the manufacturer/
make/model information from Connekthub. This
way, your Asset Master adheres to the standards
and is populated with cleansed and governed data.
With seamless SAP integration, your data enters SAP
without having to do manual uploads or data entries.  

The master data areas of MDO for Assets are:
Master Data
■ Functional Location and Equipment
■ Maintenance Plans and Items
■ Classification Data
■ Linear Assets
■ Service Master
Reference Masters
■ Work Centers
■ Catalog Profiles
■ Config Values – Dropdowns
■ **Class and Characteristics
Conditional Masters
□

Bill of Materials/Equipment/Locations

□

Measurement Points

□

Task Lists

□

Maintenance Calls – IP10

*Available in future release
**Available in Q4 2021

MDO for CFIHOS
MDO for CFIHOS provides the capability for principal
and EPC contractors to define and execute projects
based on CFIHOS specifications. It allows for seamless
project handover activities to ensure continuous
running of operations without glitches.
Features include:
■ Support CFIHOS contract models and processes
■ Include CFIHOS RDL (Reference Data Library)
■ I ntegration with MDO for Assets to facilitate
updates into SAP S/4HANA (or ECC)
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Key Differentiators of MDO

SAP S/4HANA (and ECC) Pre-defined Rules and
Data Models

Workforce Governance in the Field

■ N
 o upfront work needed in defining asset data
models and rules going into SAP S/4HANA – all are
pre-built, along with integration.  

■ G
 overnance of all types of calls based on task
lists. Unplanned maintenance goes through
approvals to ensure the provision and availability
of resources and parts.  

Online and Mass Data Requests

■ A
 udit logs for each record creation and
modification with rule validations and approvals
enable monitoring and traceability of workforce
in the field.

■ M
 DO Excel Connect facilitates mass data requests
down to individual parts to save time.

■ P
 romote safe work practices — no room for
shortcuts or rule-bending.

■ O
 nline validation upon data requests to maintain
data quality.
Partnership with CFIHOS
Cascade Deletion
■ D
 eletion of main equipment gets cascaded to the
related sub-equipment, parts, and task lists — no
orphan data gets left behind.

Integration with MDO Spares
■ Better management of spares and bill of materials
(BOM).

■ Seamless collaboration with EPC contractors,
incorporating CFIHOS to make project handover
quicker, easier, and safer using standardized
specifications. This ensures smooth operations
post go-live.

Alignment with Industry Standards like ISO14224,
ECCMA, and UNSPSC
■ Ensure industry-compliant processes.

Benefits of Managing Asset Information and Data Lifecycle
Safe
Operations

■ C
 omplete knowledge of asset data leads to development of comprehensive
maintenance plans. Planned and organized work prioritizes safety.

Cost and Resource
Efficiency

■ P
 lanned work makes use of equipment from inventory and close
collaboration with suppliers. This minimizes occurrences of buying parts
that aren’t negotiated in contracts and wasting resources.

Enhanced
Productivity

■ Asset monitoring with adhered scheduled maintenance leads to optimal
asset utilization that ensures smooth running of the plant and reduced
unplanned breakdowns. This enhances productivity that translates to
business growth.

Foundation for Asset
Information Lifecycle
Management
data-centric culture

■ Establish data ownership and governance through standardized data
requests, with approval and validation framework.
■ Instill data culture where people trust their data to execute daily tasks,
collaborate, and make decisions.
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The First-Born Digital Twin – Physical Asset
Data Verification
Digital Twin – Digital Twin Models can help organize data
and align it into interoperable formats to optimize asset
performance and reliability. This is done by replicating
conditions of the physical system or asset so that any change
in the physical asset is instantly updated digitally.
The process of asset audit and verification becomes simple
when using MDO Mobile.  Missing master data can be created
on the fly using ERP values and business rules via an ‘active’
governance process.
As part of an asset walkdown, physical asset audit and
verifications can be performed on a mobile device. All systemlisted assets and their attributes are displayed in a plant
hierarchy so they can be checked and changed if required.
For new assets found that have no record in the system, a new
functional location or equipment master can be created on the
fly using dropdown values and business rules from SAP.  Data
can then be compared, and reports can show any data that is
still missing according to existing rules while highlighting any
changes that have occurred. On approval, these changes can
be directly created or updated in the SAP system.
The solution will extend into SAP’s Asset Manager, allowing
users in the field to extend mobile asset management to
improve master data quality.

Future Innovations
SAP Asset Central Framework (ACF) – MDO is aligned to the
SAP Vision of Intelligent Asset Management, and the new
solutions of Asset Intelligence Network (AIN), Asset Strategy
and Performance Management (ASPM), and Predictive
Asset Insights (PAI), formerly PdMS. MDO will provide data
governance and quality for Asset Central.

